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Abstract
In this paper, we present a comprehensive role-based
framework for multimedia broadcasts (e.g., for applications
such as TV, radio, e-cinema, and e-learning) taking place in a
heterogeneous mobile Internet. The added value of the
framework is the strong separation between application and
network-level roles in combination with support for
unrestricted mobility. The framework concentrates on the
perceptual quality levels at which broadcasts can be received
and does not require any IP-level QoS or mobility functions.
We are currently developing an application-level platform
that is based on the framework.

1. Introduction
The mobile Internet of the future will consist of many
different Internet Service Providers (stationary and moving,
public and private) that offer IP-level connectivity to a wide
variety of mobile devices (from laptops down to PDAs) [1-3].
The network infrastructure of these Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) will consist of one or more subnets [4], which may be
based on different network technologies (e.g., wireless LAN
hot spots in cellular environments) [1]. The coverage areas of
such heterogeneous subnets may overlap, thus opening up
possibilities for the delivery of seamless services to mobile
users.
We are currently developing an application-level platform
that supports multimedia broadcasts [5-10] (e.g., for
applications such as TV, radio, e-cinema, and e-learning [11])
taking place in the environment outlined above.
In this paper, we introduce the framework that we are
using as a context for the design and development of our
platform. The framework is based on functional roles (cf. [13,
14]). It follows current trends in content distribution in that it
separates network-level roles (i.e., ISPs) from applicationlevel roles [11, 15, 16] (e.g., performed by Akamai-like
organizations). The principal application-level roles are
mobile clients (i.e., mobile devices) and access streamers.
Access streamers are mobility and quality aware and send
multimedia broadcasts to mobile clients via ISPs. In this
paper, we do not require any QoS and mobility functions
(e.g., IntServ, Mobile IP, etc.) from ISPs.

We focus on the challenge of unrestricted mobility [3, 1721]. This means that clients must be able to move across
subnets, ISPs and access streamers, possibly in an overlay
situation [18, 20] and while they receive a broadcast.
The added value of our framework is the strong separation
between application and network-level roles in combination
with support for unrestricted mobility. As a result of our
application-network separation, a user has a subscription with
at least one home access streamer and one home ISP (cf.
[14]). For the same reason, we also distinguish between
application-level handoffs [24-29], network-level handoffs
[18, 20, 30-35], and application and network-level roaming
agreements [21, 36, 37].
We furthermore concentrate on the perceptual quality
level [11, 22, 23] at which a client receives a broadcast (e.g.,
at a ‘TV’ quality level) and the required changes as a result of
mobility [23] (e.g., from a ‘TV’ to a ‘videophone’ quality
level).
The work that comes closest to ours is that of MarconiNet
[12]. However, they do not use a strict application-network
separation, nor do they consider quality issues. In addition,
they do not seem to explicitly address an environment
involving different wired and wireless network technologies.
In this paper, we zoom in on the framework’s information
model and ignore the underlying protocols and mobility
mechanisms (e.g., handoff mechanisms).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
discuss our model of a multimedia broadcast in Section 2. We
then explain the roles of our framework in more detail in
Section 3, concentrating on clients and access streamers. We
consider the case of a user accessing broadcast services in
Section 4, and the user moving around in Section 5. We close
with conclusions and future work in Section 6.

2. Channels
A channel [38] carries the content of a multimedia broadcast
(e.g., ‘world news’). Channels are available at various
perceptual quality levels [11, 22, 23] and can for instance be
based on perceived quality assessments [23, 39]. Quality
levels can be described in the form of parameters such as
frame rate and pixel count [40], or in the form of well-known
end-user friendly labels such as ‘videophone’ or ‘TV’ quality
[11, 22]. In this paper, we will use the latter to better align
with our end-user orientation.
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Each quality level ultimately maps to a set of encoded and
packetized digital streams. These streams may be based on
multiple well-defined packet formats (e.g., RTP formats [41]
‘video-h261’ and ‘video-mpeg4’ [42]). Clients must receive
all the streams of a specific packet format (e.g., those based
on ‘video-mpeg4’) to get the associated quality level [7, 10,
43].
Box 1 shows a pseudo-XML description (cf. [44]) of a
channel carrying the world news of a TV network. Receivers
of the channel can for instance tune into quality level
‘videophone’ by subscribing to the appropriate streams (e.g.,
the MPEG4/RTP ones).
<channel name=”world news” source=“tv_network.nl”>
<qlevel name=“TV” resolution=“1000x1000” frame-rate=“25”
next-lower=“videophone” next-higher=“-”> ... </qlevel>
<qlevel name=“videophone” resolution=“500x500” frame-rate=“15”
next-lower=“thumbnail” next-higher=“TV”>
<streams codec=“mpeg4” format=“rtp” profile=“mpeg4-avp-xx”>
<stream name=“base” bandwidth=“500kbps”> ... </stream>
<stream name=“enhancement1” bandwidth=“200kbps” ... > ... </stream>
</streams>
<streams codec=“h261” format=“rtp” profile=“h261-avp-31”>
...
</streams>
<streams codec=“jpeg” format=“rtp” profile=“jpeg-avp-26”>
...
</streams>
</qlevel>
<qlevel name=“thumbnail” resolution=“250x250” frame-rate=“5”
next-lower=“-” next-higher=“videophone”> ... </qlevel>
</channel>

Box 1: Channel description.

3. Roles
The primary roles of our framework are (mobile) clients,
access streamers, and ISPs.
A client receives a channel from an access streamer via (a
subnet of) an ISP, depacketizes and decodes the channel’s a/v
content, and presents it to the mobile end-user. Examples of
clients are laptops, PDAs, and pen tablets.
An access streamer delivers channels to mobile clients at
mobile-specific quality levels (e.g., ‘mobile TV’1). An access
streamer keeps track of the subnets through which it serves its
clients at which quality levels. It uses this information as an
input for a policy-based procedure that controls the
availability of quality levels (see Section 4). For example, an
access streamer could use a policy that only makes high-end
quality levels available when there are enough clients that
have the capabilities to receive the quality level.
An ISP conveys channels from access streamers to clients.
The network infrastructure of an ISP consists of wired or
wireless IP subnets. In this paper, we do not require any QoS
and mobility functions (e.g., IntServ, Mobile IP, etc.) from
ISPs.
An access streamer may be co-located with an ISP [12]
(e.g., in the case of a walled-garden telco operator).
Alternatively, an access streamer may be separated from the
ISPs it serves. In this case, the access streamer (e.g., an
Akamai-like organization) connects to the ISPs through
backbone connections. Figure 1 illustrates both possibilities
for the distribution of channel ‘world news’ via an access
streamer AS and an ISP I.
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From now on, we prefix quality labels with ‘m-’ instead of ‘moblile’
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Figure 1: Collocated (a) and separated (b).
The set of access streamers that a client can reach from
one subnet may different from the set of access streamers it
can reach from another subnet. For example, the client in
Figure 2a can reach access streamers AS1 from subnet N1 and
AS2 from subnet N2. This situation might for instance occur
when AS1 and N1 belong to one organization (cf. Figure 1a),
and AS2 and N2 to another (e.g., two telco operators).
Alternatively, N1 and N2 could be part of two different ISPs
that each use separate access streamers AS1 and AS2 (e.g.,
two Akamai-like organizations). Figure 2b shows an example
in which a client can reach the same access streamer (AS)
from two different subnets, N3 and N4. This situation can for
instance occur when N3 and N4 belong to different ISPs that
both use AS as a separate access streamer. Figure 2c and 2d
show similar configurations for overlays [18, 20]. We will use
Figure 2c as a running example throughout this paper.
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Figure 2: Reachability.
The access streamers that a client can reach are either the
original source of a channel or an intermediary. In addition,
the distribution of a channel may involve streamers that are
not mobility-aware (i.e., that are not access streamers). We
use the roles of an origin streamer and a surrogate streamer
[15] to model these situations.
An origin streamer is the source of a channel. It manages
the multimedia content of content creators (e.g., CNN, Walt
Disney, and universities), digitizes the content into channels,
and forwards them to access or surrogate streamers. An origin
streamer that also possesses mobility functions is an access
streamer.
A surrogate streamer is an intermediary that can
manipulate channels [5, 6, 22, 23, 43, 45, 46]. It can for
instance reduce the quality of channel ‘world news’ (Figure 1)
from a ‘TV’ to a ‘videophone’ level, or transcode to another
encoding format. However, the content provider ultimately
determines which operations are allowed (e.g., no transcoding
for commercial content). A surrogate streamer receives

channels from origin streamers or surrogate streamers, and
forwards them to access streamers or to other surrogate
streamers. A surrogate streamer that also possesses mobility
functions is an access streamer.
Figure 3a shows an access streamer (AS) that is the origin
source of channel ‘world news’ (end-to-end approach).
Figures 3b and 3c show access streamers that are
intermediaries. The access streamer of Figure 3b directly
connects to an origin streamer (OS), whereas the access
streamer of Figure 3c connects to the origin streamer through
one (or more) surrogate streamers (SS). The streamers and the
clients thus form a tree. For simplicity, Figure 3 does not
show ISPs.
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Figure 3: End-to-end (a) and proxied (b, c).

4. Access
In this section, we address the case in which a user logs onto a
client to access broadcast services. Since a client may be able
to reach multiple access streamers, ISPs, and subnets from its
current location (cf. Figure 2), service access may require the
client to interact with a mixture of home and foreign access
streamers and ISPs. In this section, we assume that clients do
not move.
In our framework, access to broadcast services involves
four logical phases: subscription (Section 4.1), browsing
(Section 4.2), establishment (Section 4.3), and usage (Section
4.4). In this paper, we concentrate on the results of these
phases. We also summarize their relationship to the roles of
our framework (Section 4.5).
4.1 Subscription
The result of the subscription phase consists of a delivery
agreement between the end-user and an access streamer (the
user’s home access streamer) and a connectivity agreement
between the end-user and an ISP (the user’s home ISP).
A delivery agreement defines the quality levels at which
the user can potentially receive channels from the access
streamer. For each supported quality level, a delivery
agreement also defines constraints that limit the availability of
the quality level, for example to a certain time of day, or to
certain types of clients (e.g., clients with a sufficiently large
display).
Box 2 shows an example of a delivery agreement between
user tom@domain and its home access streamer AS1. The
agreement shows that tom@domain can potentially receive
three quality levels from AS1: ‘m-TV’, ‘m-videophone’, and
‘m-thumbnail’. The constraints limit the availability of these
quality levels to ‘m-TV’ and ‘m-thumbnail’ between 9am and

1pm, or to ‘m-videophone’ and ‘m-thumbnail’ between 1pm
and 9pm.
<delivery-agreement user=“tom@domain”>
<access-streamer name=“AS1”>
<!-- Quality levels the access streamer supports for tom@domain -->
<qlevel name=“m-TV” ...>
<constraint time=“9am-1pm”> </constraint>
</qlevel>
<qlevel name=“m-videophone” ...>
<constraint time=“1pm-9pm”> </constraint>
</qlevel>
<qlevel name=“m-thumbnail” ...>
<!-- No constraints -->
</qlevel>
</access-streamer>
...
</delivery-agreement>

Box 2: Delivery agreement.
The set of supported quality levels and the constraints of a
delivery agreement are based on the policies of the access
streamer. These policies may pertain to resource usage (e.g.,
high-end quality levels such as ‘m-TV’ are not supported
during rush hour) and subscription types (e.g., a ‘bronze’
subscription only supports low-end quality level ‘mthumbnail’).
A connectivity agreement defines which subnets a user
can access (e.g., 802.11 and UMTS subnets) and the
maximum amount of IP-level resources (typically bandwidth)
the user can consume on these subnets. Box 3 shows an
example in which tom@domain can use the 802.11 and
UMTS subnets of its home ISP, ISP1. The 802.11 subnet is
however only accessible between 9am and 1pm.
<connectivity-agreement user=“tom@domain”>
<isp name=“ISP1”>
<subnet address=“1.2.3.0” mask=“0.0.0.255” type=“802.11” ...>
<bandwidth max=“500”>
<constraint start=“9am” end=“1pm”> </constraint>
</bandwidth>
</subnet>
<subnet address=“1.2.4.0” mask=“0.0.0.255” type=“UMTS” ...>
<bandwidth max=“200”>
<!-- No constraints -->
</bandwidth>
</subnet>
</isp>
...
</connectivity-agreement>

Box 3: Connectivity agreement.
Delivery agreements and connectivity agreements are prenegotiated [14] (beyond the scope of this paper). They
typically exist as long as the end-user has a subscription with
the associated access streamer and ISP, respectively.
4.2 Browsing
The browsing phase starts when the user has logged onto a
client and starts the application from which it can access
channels (typically an electronic program guide like the
Mbone tool sdr). The result of the browsing phase consists of
a list of high-level channel descriptions (e.g., in the form of
their names) that the client presents to the user. The client
uses the access streamers (home and foreign) it can reach at
its current location to construct the list.
4.3 Establishment
The establishment phase begins when a user selects a channel
(e.g., ‘world news’) and results in a channel state and a
connectivity state.
A channel state indicates which reachable access
streamers support the channel the user has selected. For each
of these access streamers, the channel state also specifies

which quality levels are available to the client to receive the
channel. A channel state exists as long as the user has selected
the channel.
Box 4 illustrates what a channel state might look like for
Figure 2c. In this case, user tom@domain uses mobile client
C. C can choose between access streamers AS1 and AS2 that
both offer ‘world news’ at the client’s current location.
Access streamer AS1 offers C two of tom@domain’s quality
levels (‘m-videophone’, and ‘m-thumbnail’, cf. Box 2) for
channel ‘world news’. Observe that the channel state of Box 4
also indicates how the access streamer or the client expects to
receive feedback on the quality levels. RTCP can used for this
purpose, but due to the coarse granularity of RTCP feedback
we prefer to use an application-level beaconing algorithm [47]
with a frequency described in the channel state.
<!-- The user has selected channel ‘world news’ -->
<channel-state user=“tom@domain” client=“C”>
<!-- AS1 and AS2 are reachable and support ‘world news’ -->
<access-streamer name=“AS1” is-home=“true”>
<feedback type=”beacons” frequency=”1/100”> ... </feedback>
<!-- ‘m-TV’ quality level is unavailable -->
<channel name=“world news” origin-streamer=“tv_network”>
<!-- These quality levels that are actually available from AS2 -->
<!-- TV level is unavailble (e.g., due to lack of resources) -->
<qlevel name=“m-videophone” ...>
<streams codec=“mpep4” format=“rtp” profile=“mpeg4-avp-xx”>
<stream name=“base” group=“224.5.6.7” ...> ... </stream>
<stream name=“enhancement1” group=“224.5.6.8” ...> ... </stream>
</streams>
<streams codec=“h261” format=“rtp” profile= “h261-avp-31”>
...
</streams>
<!-- jpeg version of this quality level is unavailble -->
</qlevel>
<qlevel name=“m-thumbnail” ...>
...
</qlevel>
</channel>
</access-streamer>
<access-streamer name=“AS2” is-home=“false”>
<!-- quality levels available from AS2 -->
...
</access-streamer>
</channel-state>

Box 4: Channel state.
A channel state is the result of an on-the-fly negotiation
procedure (e.g., based on SIP [49], RTSP [48] or RTCP [41])
that takes the availability of resources on the client and in the
access streamers into account. As a result, some of an access
streamer’s supported quality level may not appear in a
channel state (e.g., ‘m-TV’ in Box 4).
A channel state generally involves of a mixture of home
and foreign access streamers. For example, the channel state
in Box 4 involves one home access streamer (AS1) and one
foreign access streamer (AS2). The quality levels available
from a home access streamer are constrained by the delivery
agreement with the end-user. For example, quality level ‘mvideophone’ (AS1) will not appear in the channel state of Box
4 if it does not appear in the user’s delivery agreement (see
Box 2).
For foreign access streamers, the channel state is
furthermore based on roaming agreements. A home access
streamer establishes a roaming agreement with a foreign
access streamer so that its clients can use the foreign access
streamer to receive channels. A roaming agreement specifies a
mapping between the quality levels of a home access streamer
and those of a foreign access streamer. This mapping
ultimately influences the list of quality levels the client can
receive from the foreign access streamer.
Box 5 illustrates what a roaming agreement might look
like. In this case, the ‘m-TV’ quality level of the home access
streamer AS1 maps to the same level at the foreign access
streamer AS2. The ‘m-videophone’ and ‘m-thumbnail’

quality levels both map to the thumbnail levels of the foreign
access streamer.
<roaming-agreement access_streamer1=“AS1” access_streamer2=“AS2”>
<qlevel-mappings from=”AS1” to=”AS2”>
<!-- ‘to’ is the quality level in AS2 -->
<qlevel-map from=“m-TV” to=“m-TV”> ... </qlevel-map>
<qlevel-map from=“m-videophone” to=“m-thumbnail”> ... </qlevel-map>
<qlevel-map from=“m-thumbnail” to=“m-thumbnail”> ... </qlevel-map>
</qlevel-mappings>
...
</roaming-agreement>

Box 5: Roaming agreement.
Observe that the entire roaming agreement of Box 5 can
either be established statically (i.e., pre-negotiated) or
dynamically. In addition, it can be established bilaterally or
through a roaming broker (cf. [36]).
A connectivity state indicates which subnets (e.g., 802.11
and UMTS subnets) and ISPs are reachable from the client’s
current location. For each reachable subnet, the connectivity
state also specifies the amount of IP-level resources that are
currently available to receive the selected channel, either
through unicast or through multicast. The channel state is
derived from the user’s connectivity agreement based on the
available resources in the subnets and on the client.
Box 6 shows an example of a connectivity state based on
the connectivity agreement of Box 3. Observe that the
maximum available bandwidth for the UMTS subnet is lower
than in the connectivity agreement, for instance because of a
policy of the ISP or because of other traffic.
<connectivity-state user=“tom@domain” client=“C1”>
<isp name=“I1”>
...
<isp>
<isp name=“I2”>
<subnet address=“1.2.3.0” mask=“0.0.0.255” type=“802.11” ...>
<bandwidth max=“500”> ... </bandwidth>
</subnet>
<subnet address=“1.2.4.0” mask=“0.0.0.255” type=“UMTS” ...>
<!-- max bandwith was 500 in connectivity agreement -->
<bandwidth max=“200”> ... </bandwidth>
</subnet>
<isp>
</connectivity-state>

Box 6: Connectivity state.
In our framework, roaming agreements are also set up
between ISPs (cf. [21, 36, 37]). The purpose of these
agreements is similar to streamer-level roaming agreements,
but they pertain to network-level roaming issues (e.g.,
bandwidth).
4.4 Usage
The usage phase starts with the automatic selection of a
quality level and a subnet. This may for instance be done
based on user profiles (e.g., containing the user’s preferred
quality levels). As an example, suppose that the end-user has
selected channel ‘world news’ and that the selected quality
level is ‘m-videophone’ of access streamer AS1 (Box 4). In
this case, the client must subscribe to multicast groups
224.5.6.7 and 224.5.6.8 to receive the channel at videophone
quality in MPEG4 format. The result of the usage phase is
that channel is being forwarded to the client at the selected
quality level via the selected subnet.
The channel and connectivity states may change
dynamically during the usage phase. There are various
reasons for such a change. For example, the channel state
shown in Box 4 may change because AS1 no longer supports
‘m-videophone’ as a result of AS1’s policies. Another reason

may be that the available bandwidth between the client and
access streamer AS1 drops to a level that ‘m-videophone’ can
no longer be supported. These events require a reestablishment of the state of Box 3 and might therefore
require a renegotiation. The net result may be that another
quality level will be selected and that a client must switch to
this level (e.g., from ‘m-videophone’ to the ‘m-thumbnail’
level) or to another set of streams of the same level (e.g., from
m-videophone’s MPEG4 streams to its H261 streams).
Observe that the newly selected quality level may belong to
another access streamer (e.g., AS2).
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4.5 Summary
Figures 4 and 5 summarize the agreements, states, and roles
of our framework in UML [53] class diagrams. For simplicity,
we have omitted class attributes and methods, as well as the
multiplicities of associations.
Figure 4 depicts the relation between users and their home
access streamers and home ISPs during the subscription phase
(Section 4.1). The delivery agreement of Box 2 illustrates an
instance of the association class DeliveryAgreement. User
tom@domain and access streamer AS1 are references to
instances of classes User and AccessStreamer,
respectively. Similarly, the connectivity agreement of Box 3
illustrates an instance of ConnectivityAgreement, while
ISP1 is a reference to an instance of class ISP.
Delivery
Agreement

Example: Box 2

Access
Streamer

User

ISP

Connectivity
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Example: Box 3

Figure 4: Class structure during the subscription phase.
Figure 5 shows the relations between clients, access
streamers, and ISPs during the establishment phase (Section
4.3). The channel state of Box 4 illustrates an instance of class
ChannelState. It involves a reference to an instance of
Client (C) and two references to instances of
AccessStreamer (AS1 and AS2). The roaming agreement
of Box 5 illustrates an instance of AS-RoamingAgreement
and also involves references to two instances of
AccessStreamer (AS1 and AS2).

Figure 5: Class structure during the establishment phase.
The class diagram of the usage phase (Section 4.4) is
similar to that of the establishment phase.

5. Movement
In this section, we address the case in which a mobile client
moves while it receives a channel (i.e., it is in the usage
phase). We concentrate on handoffs at the level of access
streamers as a result of handoffs between subnets.
Since our framework does not require any IP-level
mobility functions, we handle mobility at the application-level
[24-29]. We use client-controlled handoffs [50]. In this paper,
we assume that clients automatically discover which subnets
they can reach (e.g., through DHCP) and update the
connectivity state accordingly.
The set of available access streamers in the channel state
can change when the set of reachable subnets in the
connectivity state changes. For example, when the client of
Figure 2c moves out of subnet N1, N1 will disappear from the
connectivity state while access streamer AS1 and its quality
levels will disappear from the channel state. When C moves
back into N1, N1 and AS1 will reappear.
In our framework, a client can automatically select a new
quality level when the channel state changes (e.g., based on
the user’s preferred quality levels). The target quality level
may be provided by a different access streamer, thus requiring
the client to handoff to that access streamer (application-level
handoff). To receive the target quality level, the client drops
the streams of the old quality level and begins to receive those
of the new quality level [47] (adaptation). Experiments with a
rudimentary version of our platform [47] showed that it takes
several seconds before the streams of the old quality level can
be dropped and those of the new quality level can be
displayed.
To provide continuous service to clients, it may be crucial
that the channel state is updated as fast as possible. For
example, when client C receives channel ‘world news’ from
access streamer AS1 via subnet N1 (Figure 2c) and moves out
of N1’s coverage area, it must handoff to access streamer
AS2. For a smooth handoff, AS2 must therefore appear in the
channel state of ‘world news’ as soon as possible. This
requires fast discovery and negotiation procedures. To
execute the handoff in a smooth manner, it also requires fast
initialization procedures (e.g., when the streams of the target
quality level are based on a different packet format).
In our framework, the adaptation from one quality level to
another is based on policies. In the past, we have developed
such adaptation policies in overlay situations using packet
loss characteristics [47]. These policies define when a handoff

should start and when it should complete. Similar policies
based on available bandwidth are described in [23]. [51]
considers network-level policies based on aspects such as
available bandwidth, power consumption, and connection set
up delay.
For reasons of security, we assume that adaptation
policies are provided by clients. In a more programmable
environment, they can however also be provided by access
streamers [52].

6. Conclusions and Future Work
We presented a comprehensive role-based framework for the
design of an application-level platform that supports
broadcast applications running in a heterogeneous mobile
Internet. The framework’s strict separation between
application and network-level roles introduces additional
complexity due to the duplication of network-level concepts
at the application-level (e.g., home locations, roaming
agreements, and handoffs). However, standardization efforts
(e.g., the OPES and CDI working groups of the IETF) and
business cases (e.g., in the form of companies such as Akamai
and Digital Island) indicate that this separation is desirable.
We are unaware of other work that uses such a model to
support unrestricted mobility in a heterogeneous mobile
Internet.
We have developed a rudimentary version of our platform
that allows a mobile client to handoff between two quality
levels of two different access streamers in an overlay situation
and analyzed its handoff behavior [47]. We are currently
implementing a more advanced version of the platform, using
the framework outlined in this paper as a starting point.
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